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Abstra t

One of the major unsolved problems in per eption is to explain why a sensory pattern, whi h
may in prin iple be per eived as having di erent onstituent stru tures (gestalts), is usually
per eived as having one parti ular gestalt. Stru tural Information Theory (SIT) treats Gestalt
per eption as disambiguation and des ribe it by a per eptually motivated preferen e relation
de ned on possible gestalts of patterns. The existing models of SIT ignore the ontext e e ts
whi h is essential in determining the gestalt of patterns. We introdu e a SIT model and
embed it in a framework where two types of ontext e e ts are integrated: 1) the e e t of
simultaneous presen e of other patterns, and 2) the e e t of the task to be a omplished on
the basis of the patterns. In order to illustrate the intera tion of these types of ontext e e ts
with per eption, we onsider proportional analogy problems de ned on strings (alphabeti
patterns). Su h a proportional analogy problem onsists of three simultaneously present
strings and the task is to nd a fourth string by means of analogi al proje tions on the given
strings.
To this end, we propose an extended algebrai model of SIT for strings. In this model,
strings are onsidered as domain elements of an algebra and di erent gestalts of a string are
represented as di erent algebrai terms orresponding to that string. A per eptually motivated preferen e relation orders di erent algebrai terms (gestalts) of one string. Analogi al
relations are de ned as mappings between algebras. To integrate the ontext e e ts, the
model is embedded in a framework that is hara terized by two onstraints. One on erns
the simpli ity of algebras generating the terms as well as the simpli ity of the mapping between algebras (the rst ontext e e t), and the se ond on erns the possibility of a mapping
between algebras (the se ond ontext e e t).
Algebra, analogy, ontext e e t, grouping, information load, per eption, proje tion, proportional analogy, stru tural information theory.
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Introdu tion

A fundamental a tivity underlying ognition (by a natural or arti ial agent) is that of integrating
per eptual stimuli into a system of on epts. This, in turn, requires stru turing and representing
the stimuli. Gestalt psy hologists sin e Wertheimer have noted that any sensory stimulus allows
many stru tural des riptions and have sought to arti ulate prin iples whi h explain why ertain
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stru tures (rather than others) are usually per eived. For example, the Gestalt resear h demonstrates that the stru ture that our ognitive system assigns to a parti ular stimulus is largely
dependent on what ontext it takes into onsideration. In fa t, our ognitive system analyzes
(either deliberately or un ons iously) the omponents of the stimulus as stru turally analogous to
omponents of the ontext. In our view, this apability of `analogi al proje tion' plays a ru ial
role in per eption. We also believe that people are essentially per eption ma hines, and their other
ognitive prowess is parasiti on their per eptual apabilities. Therefore, studying and modeling
the per eptual pro esses will also provide us an insight into the higher ognitive pro esses su h as
metaphor and reativity. (See also Hofstadter (1995) and Indurkhya (1992)). This is the prime
motivating fa tor underlying our resear h program.
A well-de ned lass of problems whi h involve analogi al proje tion in intera tion with gestalt
per eption is onstituted by proportional analogy problems with per eptual patterns. Proportional
analogies follow a s heme that an be represented as \A is to B as C is to D", abbreviated as
A : B :: C : D. The elements A; B; C and D an be verbal des riptions of on epts, as in \gills
are to sh as lungs are to humans"; but they an also be per eptual patterns, su h as the letter
strings of Hofstadter's Copy at domain Hofstadter (1984), as in Figure 1; or line-drawings, as in
Figure 2.
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abba :
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2.

abba : abbbbba

D

::

pqrrqp : pqrpqr

::

pqrrpq : pqrrrrrpq

Figure 1: Examples of proportional analogies based on letter strings
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Figure 2: Examples of proportional analogies based on line-drawings
A proportional analogy problem is onstru ted by omitting one element in a proportional
analogy relation. We write A : B :: C : X ; the task is to nd an X whi h is related to C in a
similar way as B is related to A. Solving a proportional analogy problem requires 1) a mutual
ontextualization of the terms A and B, and 2) onstru tion of a mapping between A and C whi h
generalizes to a broader domain that in ludes B.
Proportional analogies between per eptual patterns demonstrate the working of gestalt disambiguation: namely how the per eived stru ture of one pattern in uen es the per eived stru ture
of another pattern by analogi al proje tion. In parti ular, the stru tures of A and C are to be
onstrued as analogous to ea h other; and the stru ture of B must be onstrued in su h a way that
it is in the domain of the fun tion that arti ulates that analogy. Proportional analogy problems
are thus fairly omplex: there are three patterns whose per eived stru tures mutually in uen e
ea h other through analogi al mappings. This omplex intera tion between gestalt per eption
and analogy omputation an be eviden ed even in very simple domains, as was demonstrated by
Hofstadter (1984). For example, the rst term in the two proportional analogy relations shown

in Figure 1 is the same. Yet the ontext in uen e aused by the terms B and C for es di erent
gestalt de ompositions of the term A in ea h ase.
In this paper, we propose a method for solving proportional analogy problem by integrating the
ontext e e t in gestalt per eption, analogi al proje tion, and their intera tion. To this end, we
employ Stru tural Information Theory [SIT℄ initiated by Leeuwenberg (1971) as a starting point.
This theory explains how per eptually relevant onstituent stru tures of isolated patterns an be
determined and how they an be ordered a ording to their per eptual preferen es. The laim
of SIT is that the a tually per eived gestalt of a pattern in isolation is represented by its most
preferred onstituent stru ture. We then introdu e an algebrai model of SIT that generates the
a tual per eived gestalt of one-dimensional string patterns in isolation. This algebrai model is
extended to over the mutual ontextualization e e t, namely how gestalts of two patterns an
in uen e ea h other. Finally, we demonstrate all these features of our approa h in Hofstadter's
Copy at domain, and show how proportional analogy problems su h as shown in Figure 1 an be
solved in it.
This arti le is organized as follows. In the next se tion we brie y review the stru tural information theory that aims to explain the gestalt of per eptual patterns. Then, in Se tion 3, we
develop an algebrai version of SIT. Following that, an algebrai model for proportional analogy
is introdu ed in Se tion 4. In Se tion 5, we dis uss various fa tors that onstrain the sear h for
appropriate gestalts in proportional analogies. In Se tion 6, we present an algorithm for solving
proportional analogy problems | it omputes the fourth term of a proportional analogy relation
given the other three terms | and ompare it with other omputational approa hes. Finally, in
Se tion 7, we summarize the major points of our paper and brie y dis uss some future resear h
issues.
2

Gestalt Per eption and SIT

The idea that our per eptual system, on en ountering a stimulus, imposes a ertain stru ture
on it, rather than an arbitrary one, an be tra ed ba k to the German psy hologist Wertheimer
(1923). He argued that sensations, aused by stimulus patterns, are experien ed as organized
stru tures for whi h he used the term Gestalt. An important obje tive of the Gestalt resear h
was to determine a set of prin iples whi h explain why ertain types of patterns are experien ed
as having a ertain organization. In parti ular, Wertheimer proposed ve prin iples | known as
proximity, similarity, ontinuity, losure and habit or past experien e | to onstrain the per eptual
organization of patterns, and he laimed that these onstitute the laws underlying the me hanism
of human per eption.
Relatively re ently, Leeuwenberg (1971) argued, following the notion of Pragnanz introdu ed by
Ko ka (1935), that the Gestalt prin iples an be explained by one more basi prin iple of human
per eption. This prin iple is related to the stru tural regularity and the simpli ity of stimulus
patterns, whi h forms the fundamentals of Leeuwenberg's theory of pattern per eption alled
Stru tural Information Theory (SIT). Stru tural regularity of a pattern is a ertain hierar hi al
arrangement of identi al pattern parts. For example, the regularity of the string pattern abab
may be de ned in terms of the identity of the rst and the third a's, the se ond and the fourth
b's, and the identity of the rst and the se ond substrings ab. Note that these identities are in
a hierar hi al stru ture su h that the identities of the substrings ab at a higher hierar hi al level
implies the identities of the a's and the b's at a lower hierar hi al level.
Although there are various kinds of regularities in terms of whi h patterns may be des ribed,
only a small subset of these regularities is laimed to be per eptually motivated Van der Helm and
Leeuwenberg (1991). These per eptually relevant stru tural regularities an be spe i ed by means
of a set of operators whi h are onje tured to re e t innate prin iples of mental representation.
These operators are alled ISA operators whi h stands for Iteration, Symmetry and Alternation
operators. Ea h of these operators spe i es a di erent kind of pattern regularities to whi h the
per eptual system is sensitive. They are de ned as follows:
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Noti e the use of parentheses to indi ate grouping. For instan e, in the se ond example of
symmetry, `(ab)' a ts as an indivisible unit, so that its internal stru ture is not hanged by the
symmetry operator. A tually, in the SIT notation, parantheses are used around single elements
too, so the rst symmetry example above would be written as `S[((a)(b)( )), ()℄', and the se ond
as `S[(((a)(b))), ( )℄'. However, here we omit the parantheses around single elements to make the
notation less umbersome and easier to read.
Based on these operators, a pattern an be parsed into its per eptual des riptions. A per eptual des ription of a pattern represents a spe i Gestalt of that pattern. A pattern may be parsed
a ording to di erent sequen es of ISA operators su h that di erent per eptual des riptions, representing di erent Gestalts of the pattern, result. For example, 3 ( (ab) ) represents one Gestalt for
ababab, whi h sees it as omposed of repeating (ab) thri e. However, < a > = < bbb > represents
a di erent Gestalt for the same string whi h sees it as a being alternated by b's. The pro ess of
nding the Gestalt of a stimulus, then, be omes essentially an exer ise in disambiguation.
In order to disambiguate the set of alternative Gestalts and de ide the preferred per eptual
des ription of a pattern, a measure is introdu ed whi h assigns a omplexity value to ea h des ription of that pattern. The omplexity value, alled information load [IL℄, is designed to measure
the amount of per eptually motivated regularities within a pattern. As SIT has evolved over the
years, the pre ise manner of omputing IL has also been subje t to revisions. We des ribe the
general idea intuitively here. Later, in Se tion 5, we will present a pre ise manner of omputing
IL based on the `new' IL de nition proposed in Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg (1991).
The intuitive idea behind IL is that it should re e t the stru tural omplexity of a gestalt. In
one version, the IL of a Gestalt des ription is omputed by adding the number of o urren es of
individual elements in that des ription (not in luding the stru tural operators) to the number of
units larger than one element. For example, the information load of 3 ( (ab) ) is 3 be ause it
has two elements, namely a and b, and there is one unit, namely (ab), onsisting of more than one
element. On the other hand, the information load of < a > = < bbb > is 4 be ause it has four
elements (note that ea h o urren e of b is ounted separately). A des ription of a pattern whi h
has the lowest omplexity value is thought to employ the highest amount of per eptually motivated
regularities of that pattern. Therefore, the pattern des ription with the lowest omplexity value
is laimed to represent the pattern in the most simple and ognitively e onomi al way. Thus, in
the above example, the Gestalt des ription 3 (ab) is preferred for ababab be ause its omplexity
value is lower.
Iteration
e:g:
Symmetry
e:g:
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kabtabwab ! < ktw > = < ab >







3

An Algebrai

Version of SIT

There are three motivating fa tors in our wanting to develop an extended version of SIT. First
of all, noti e that the per eptual stru tures overed in SIT are based only on identities between
onstituents of the stru ture. For example, when aaaa is written in SIT as 4 (a) it is re ognized
that the four elements appearing in the pattern are identi al. But it is also possible to onsider
other relations that may be spe i to the domain. For instan e, in the geometri gures domain,
one may onsider the operation rotate-left. Or in a domain with ordered elements, su h as Copy at,
we may onsider su essor and prede essor fun tions, generalized to also apply to sequen es of
elements. In the Copy at domain, this mean we de ne fun tions su and pred su h that su (b) =
, su (ab ) = b d, and so on. Using these fun tions, we may noti e a regularity in ab , namely
that it is a su essor sequen e: the next element of the sequen e is obtained by taking the su essor


of the previous element. 1 Another fa tor is that though SIT works well in hoosing the preferred
gestalt for isolated stimuli, it annot model the ontext e e t, or how di erent gestalts of the same
stimulus are preferred in di erent ontexts. This phenomenon is demonstrated by the proportional
analogies of Figs. 1 and 2. Finally, for modeling analogies and metaphors, we would like to be
able to onsider mappings between gestalts.
The algebrai approa h developed here is aimed at addressing these three issues. An algebra is
essentially a domain of obje ts, and a number of operators (or fun tions) de ned on these obje ts.
An n-ary operator takes as input n obje ts, and results in another obje t in the domain. The
operators of the algebra essentially endow the obje ts of its domain with stru ture in that they
allow some obje ts to be ombined into another obje t; or, in another way of looking at it, allow
an obje t to be de omposed into its omponent obje ts. In order to develop an algebrai version
of SIT, we de ne the stru tural operators of SIT as algebrai operators. We now demonstrate
how to do this in Hofstadter's Copy at domain. First, we must de ne the domain of obje ts that
are of interest to us. For the Copy at domain, this is simply the set of all nite non-null strings
omposed from letters a; b; ; z . We all this the set of simple string patterns.
f



g

De nition 1 The domain Ds of simple one-dimensional string patterns is de ned as the set of
all nite strings of length one or more omposed from fa; b; : : : ; z g.

Noti e that SIT uses an impli it grouping operator to make a string pattern into an indivisible
unit. This is indi ated in SIT by nested levels of parentheses. These indivisible units are needed
to des ribe non-mirror symmetri al patterns. For example, the mirror-symmetri al string ab ba
an be des ribed as S [ab ; ()℄, but the non-mirror-symmetri al string ab b a an be des ribed as
S [a(b ); ()℄. In the se ond ase, the string b is treated as a single unit and is written as (b ) to
distinguish it from b . We follow the same onvention. In order to de ne an algebrai symmetry
operator, we now extend the domain of simple one-dimensional strings to in lude `grouped' strings.
De nition 2 The domain of grouped one-dimensional string patterns D is de ned as follows:
1) If x 2 fa; : : : ; z g then x 2 D,
2) If x1 ; : : : ; xn 2 D then x1    xn 2 D,
3) If x1 ; : : : ; xn 2 D and n > 1 then (x1    xn ) 2 D

Note that x1 x in this de nition is one string. A ording to this de nition (ab), (ab)( d),
( ), (ab)( (de))f g, et . are all in D. Noti e that we do not allow single element groups like
( ) to be generated be ause it makes the notation needlessly umbersome by generating groups
like (((a))) or (((ab ))) whi h are essentially equivalent to a and (ab ), respe tively. It is this
domain D that we use for de ning the SIT operators algebrai ally. We also de ne the notion of
unit obje t, whi h is either a simple one-element string like a or x, or a single unit en losed by a
pair of parentheses like (ab), (ab( d)), ((ab )(de)), et .


ab d
a

n

De nition 3 An obje t x of D is alled a unit obje t if either:
1) x 2 fa; : : : ; z g, or
2) x is of the form (x1    xn )

Thus, a ording to this de nition, grouped strings like ab , (ab)( d), ab( d) are ruled out as
unit obje ts.
The SIT operators an now be easily de ned over D. As mentioned earlier, we would also like
to allow domain-dependent regularities and ognitive operators to in uen e the preferred stru tural
gestalt. Consequently, we let F be the set of all domain-dependent or ognitive operators that
might play a role in the onstru tion of gestalts. For the time being we limit ourselves to one-pla e
D

1 This issue is expli itly addressed in Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg (1991); however they argue that su h
operators are ognitive and not per eptual, and therefore do not need to be in orporated in the per eptual oding
prin iples. But we feel that while operators requiring addition or otherwise omplex operations may be left out,
simple operators like `su essor', `rotate-left' do end up playing a riti al role in per eption, and ought to be in luded
in the gestalts. In any ase, we are interested in representing ognitive operators as well, and being able to model
how they a e t the stru tural representation of per eptual stimuli.

operators. We then augment the iteration and alternation operators so that they take an extra
argument that is an element of F . Moreover, we will represent the on atenation operator, whi h
is ta itly assumed in SIT, expli itly in our algebra by introdu ing an operator alled Con. Finally,
in order to express the unit stru ture of string patterns expli itly, a new operator, alled Unit
operator, is added to the set of algebrai operators. Sin e the unit stru ture of string patterns is
already expressed by the parentheses, the Unit operator may seem to be super uous. However,
the introdu tion of the Unit operator has the advantage that all pattern stru tures are expressed
by expli it operators. We are now ready to de ne the SIT algebra over the domain D as follows:
D

De nition 4 A SIT-algebra over the domain

D is a quadruple < D; N ; F ; S >, where D is the
domain of obje ts, N is the set of natural numbers; F is a set of domain-dependent operators
(so that ea h f 2 F is a fun tion from Dn to D for some n); and S , the set of SIT-operators,
ontains the following operators. In the following, X = x1    xk is a string pattern from D, where
ea h of xi is an obje t; Y; Y1 ; : : : ; Ym , with m > 1, are arbitrary string patterns from D; f is a
one-pla e domain-dependent operator (f 2 fid; su ; pred; : : :g); and n 2 N . We write f n (X ) to
indi ate that the one-pla e fun tion f is applied n times to X .

(

)
Y f (Y )
f 1 (Y )
( )
x1
x x
x1
( )
x1
x Yx
x1
(
)
Y x1 f (Y ) x2
f 1 (Y ) x
(
)
x1 Y x2 f (Y )
x f 1 (Y )
(
) Y1 Y
(
)
(Y1 Y )
Note that in the de nitions above, the parti ular variable used in ea h argument position onveys
its sort. For example, the rst argument of Iter must ome from D, the se ond argument from F ,
and so on. The output of ea h operator belongs to D. Note also that we need to introdu e the
identity operator id expli itly, whenever we want the iteration and alternation operators to use
identity of elements and units in onstru ting gestalts.
Below are some examples of gestalt of string patterns as provided by the SIT-algebra.
Iter(a; su ; 3)
ab
Iter(Iter( ; id; 2); pred; 3)
bbaa
Sym (Con(a; U nit(Con(b; )); d))
a(b )dd(b )a
Alt (a; su ; Con(f; k; t))
af bk t
Con(k; f; u)
kf u
Now we an onsider the gestalts of patterns as terms of the SIT-algebra. Thus, in the
SIT-algebra, the string ab has an iteration stru ture a ording to whi h it is onsidered a single
hunk. Also note that the stru tural operators of the SIT-algebra do not spe ify any regularity
in the pattern kf u; its per eptual hunking therefore onsists of three sub hunks, k, f , and u.
The stru tural des ription of an obje t shows how the obje t is built out of other elements.
This orresponds to what is alled a term or an -word of an algebra Cohn (1981)(page 116).
Thus, the set of all terms of the SIT-algebra orresponds to the set of all possible gestalts for the
universe D. This is de ned as follows:
Iter Y; f; n
Syme X
Symo X; Y
Altr Y; f; X
Altl Y; f; X
Con Y1 ; : : : ; Ym
U nit Y1    Ym
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De nition 5 The lass of gestalts over the SIT-algebra, denoted by
de ned as follows:
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If f

2 FD , and X1 ; X2 2 G<D ;N ;F ;S > ,
Altr X1 ; f; X2 2 G<D;N ;F ;S > and
Altl X1 ; f; X2 2 G<D;N ;F ;S > ,

[
[

℄
℄

then

If X1 ; : : : ; Xn 2 G<D;N ;F ;S >, with n > 1, then U nit[X1    Xn ℄ 2 G<D;N ;F ;S >, and
If X1 ; : : : ; Xn 2 G<D;N ;F ;S >, with n > 1, then Con[X1 ; : : : ; Xn ℄ 2 G<D;N ;F ;S >,

Noti e that we use square bra kets instead of round ones to emphasize that these gestalts are
not evaluated. Then, an evaluation fun tion an be de ned in the standard way whi h evaluates
ea h gestalt into a string (grouped or simple). For la k of spa e, we will omit its de nition here.
Based on this evaluation fun tion, the extensional identity (whi h is not the stru tural identity)
of gestalts an be de ned. Two gestalts are extensionally identi al if and only if they both get
evaluated to the same element. Two extensionally identi al terms may thus onstitute di erent
gestalts of the same pattern.
Though Defs. 4 and 5 make a lear distin tion between the domain-dependent operators
F and SIT-operators , whi h is ne essary be ause one-pla e domain-dependent operators an
appear as arguments to some of the SIT-operators, for de ning analogi al mappings and des ribing
algorithms for omputing them, we an lump these two lasses of operators together in a set, say
. Then, by also dropping the expli it mention of , we an simplify our notation of SIT algebra
to be simply < D; >, where D is the set of obje ts and is the set of operators.
S

F

N

F
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F

Formalizing Proportional Analogy in SIT

Given that gestalts are formalized as algebrai terms, we an now turn to the problem of how to
hara terize analogies between di erent gestalts | in parti ular, how to hara terize proportional
analogy relations. One obvious approa h is to use the notion of stru tural identity between gestalts.
For example, Iter(a; su ; 3) has the same stru ture as Iter(p; pred; 3). This an be formalized
using term uni ation Siekmann (1989) between tree-like stru tural des riptions (gestalts). There
are two ways to do it. One is to de ne a notion of stru tural template whi h is essentially a
gestalt ontaining variables, and then say that two gestalts g1 and g2 in U F are analogous if
there exists some stru tural template g , and substitutions 1 and 2 su h that 1 g = g1 and
2 g = g2 . An equivalent de nition is to allow inverse substitutions | so that if  is a substitution repla ing ertain variables with terms,  1 would repla e the terms with the orresponding
variables | and1 say that two
gestalts g1 and g2 are analogous if there exists substitutions 1 and
2 su h that 1
g1 =  2 1 g2 .
This approa h, however, seems too rigid be ause trivial hanges in the stru tural des ription
tree destroy the analogy. For example, the operator Con is asso iative, so that agk ould be written
as Con(a; Con(g; k)) or Con(Con(a; g); k). However, the former would be onsidered analogous
to Con(b; Con(i; j )) but the latter would not. To make the hara terization of analogy invariant
with respe t to su h trite hanges in stru tural des riptions, we an allow a uni ation theory to
be spe i ed and used in the uni ation algorithm. The uni ation theory is essentially a set of
axioms, where ea h axiom spe i es a di eren e that may exist (or is allowed) between the terms
that have to be uni ed. These di eren es may be on erned with, for instan e, arity, re ursion
depth, order of arguments, et . For example, to re e t the asso iativity of Con, we ould in lude
the axiom Con(X; Con(Y; Z )) = Con(Con(X; Y ); Z )) in the uni ation theory. Now both the
above mentioned gestalts of agk would unify with the above gestalt for bij . It should be pointed
out, however, that adding axioms makes the uni ation problem in most ases omputationally
intra table Baxter (1977).
Another approa h to this problem is to follow the framework presented by Indurkhya (1991)
and Indurkhya (1992). Here the sour e and the target domains are formalized as algebras { in
parti ular, as sub-algebras of the SIT-algebra { and analogi al relations between these domains are
de ned as lo al homomorphisms between these subalgebras, whi h are referred to as representation
algebras. This is the approa h we will employ in this paper. We explain it in more detail in the rest
G<

st

Æ

st

Æ

Æ

;

>

Æ

st

of this se tion. To do that, we su essively introdu e the notions of orresponden e, sub-algebra,
and (lo al) homomorphism.
De nition 6 A orresponden e over two algebras is a relation between them that preserves the
algebrai stru tures. In other words, given two algebras < D1 ; F1 > and < D2 ; F2 >, a orresponden e between them is a pair < ; > where:

 D 1 D2 ,
2. (n) (F1 (n) F2 (n)) for all n, where n refers to the arity of a fun tion, and
3. if [a1 ; b1 ℄; : : : ; [a ; b ℄  and [!;  ℄
(n) then
[!(a1 : : : a ); (b1 : : : b )℄ 
In parti ular, a orresponden e is itself an algebra. The elements of this algebra are pairs of
elements, one from ea h initiating algebra, and the operators of this algebra are pairs of operators,
also one from ea h initiating algebra.
The algebrai model an be applied dire tly to the SIT-algebra. However, in any given ontext,
we may want to restri t our attention to only a small subset of the universe and a small lass of
operators; in other words, to a representation algebra. To de ne this formally, we need the notion
of a subalgebra.
De nition 7 A pair < E; G > is a subalgebra of an algebra < D; F > when E D, G(n) F (n)
for all n, and if e1 ; : : : ; e
E and g G, then g (e1 ; : : : ; e ) E .
A representation algebra is essentially a subalgebra that an be nitely generated. Finite
generativity means that the set of operators is nite; and all the obje ts in its domain an be
generated by a nite subset of it (by repeated appli ation of operators).
Using these de nitions, we model proportional analogies of the form \A is to B as C is to D" as
onsisting of two representation algebras of the SIT algebra, one generating the terms A and B, and
the other generating the terms C and D, and a orresponden e between the two representation
algebras. For example, onsider the proportional analogy \ab : abd :: ijk : ijl". The
representation algebra < ab; ; Con; su > generates some des riptions for both \ab " and
\abd". These des riptions might be \Con(ab; )" and \Con(ab; su ( ))", respe tively. Similarly,
the representation algebra < ij; k ; Con; su > generates (among others) the des riptions
\Con(ij; k)" and \Con(ij; su (k))", respe tively, for \ijk" and \ijl". The proportional analogy
is then represented by the following orresponden e between the two representation algebras:
< [ab; ij ℄; [ ; k ℄ ; [Con; Con℄; [su ; su ℄ >.
This hara terization seems quite resilient be ause for any given pair of gestalts deemed analogous
by this de nition, any hange in one of them resulting from the semanti properties of the domaindependent operators an be re e ted in an analogous hange in the other gestalt.
There are two major onsequen es of de ning the analogy relation as a orresponden e. The
rst one is that many-to-many analogy relations are allowed, so there is no dire tionality to an
analogy. Se ondly, there is the onstraint due to De nition 6, whi h says that though partial
relations are allowed, there must be a losure. In identally, this losure property ensures that the
domain and the o-domain of an analogy relation are algebras themselves.
For omputational modeling of proportional analogy problems we would like to tighten the rst
onstraint and loosen the se ond onstraint. First, we introdu e the fun tionality requirement on
the analogy relations, so that one-to-many relations are not allowed. Su h orresponden es are
known as homomorphisms and are formally de ned as follows:
De nition 8 Let < D1 ; F1 > and < D2 ; F2 > be two algebras. A orresponden e < ; > over
< D1 ; F1 > and < D2 ; F2 > is a homomorphism if and only if  and
are su h that whenever
[x; y℄ and [x; y0℄ are both in  or in then y = y0.
1.
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Imposing the homomorphism ondition on analogy relations gives them dire tionality: it results
in a mapping from < D1; F1 > to < D2; F2 >, rather than between them. Reversing the dire tion
of the mapping does not always yield a homomorphism (though it will always be a orresponden e.)
The homomorphism requirement is ne essary be ause in solving a proportional analogy problem,
there is the impli it dire tion from the known elements to the unknown.
Now with respe t to the losure hara teristi mentioned above, we nd that it is omputationally expensive, be ause to establish whether a mapping is stru ture preserving, a large amount
of omputation is ne essary to he k for all the ways of applying various operators to all possible
tuples of obje ts. To address this issue, we introdu e the notion of lo al homomorphism.
De nition 9 Let < D1 ; F1 > and < D2 ; F2 > be two algebras. A relation < ; > between
< D1 ; F1 > and < D2 ; F2 > is a lo al homomorphism if and only if,
whenever [x; y ℄ and [x; y 0 ℄ are both in  or in then y = y 0 ; and
whenever [a1 ; b1 ℄; : : : ; [a ; b ℄ , [f; g ℄
(n), and there is y su h that [f (a1; : : : ; a ); y℄
 then y = g(b1; : : : ; b )
Thus, a lo al homomorphism is on erned with only those obje ts that are in luded in its
domain. Noti e that it is a weaker ondition in that every homomorphism is a lo al homomorphism,
but not vi e versa. In developing a omputational model of proportional analogy in Se tion 6, we
will use the notion of lo al homomorphism.
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Introdu ing Constraints on Gestalts

Given a SIT-algebra, there are many possible representation algebras (subalgebras); given any
representation algebra, there are many possible stru tural des riptions; and given any two representation algebras, there may be many possible orresponden es between them. In this se tion, we
present various fa tors that onstrain the generation of gestalts for proportional analogy problems.
As mentioned before in Se tion 2, SIT assigns a omplexity value alled information load
(IL) to ea h gestalt des ription. We also des ribed there the IL de nition proposed by Van der
Helm and Leeuwenberg (1991), a ording to whi h the information load of a Gestalt des ription
is omputed by adding the number of o urren es of individual elements to the number of obje ts
(See def. 3) onsisting of more than one element (like (ab)). For adapting this to the algebrai
version of SIT, we introdu e one small modi ation: we ount any embedded domain-dependent
operators (ex ept the identity operator) as `elements'; but, as in Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg
(1991), SIT operators are not viewed as ontributing to the information load. So, for instan e,
given the pattern ab ba, its gestalt g1 = Sym (Iter(a; su ; 3)) has an IL of 2, be ause it has
two elements a and su , and neither is an obje t onsisting of more than one element. But the
gestalt g2 = Sym ((ab); Iter( ; id; 2)) has an IL of 4, be ause it has three elements a, b and , and
one obje t onsisting of more than one element (ab). Applying the minimality prin iple | whi h
states that the preferable gestalt for a given pattern P , among all extensionally equivalent terms
evaluating to P , is the one with the lowest omplexity value | predi ts that g1 would be hosen
over g2.
However, the minimality prin iple ignores the mutual ontextualization e e t in proportional
analogies. This is be ause the lowest omplexity gestalts, taken in isolation, of two individual patterns may not always result in the lowest olle tive omplexity when the two patterns are presented
together. This e e t an be seen in the analogy ab ba : abba :: pqrrqp : rrpqqprr. We just saw
above that the rst pattern, namely ab ba, onsidered out of ontext has the preferred gestalt g1
of an even symmetry stru ture, but within the ontext of the analogy, it would be preferable to see
it as an odd symmetry stru ture g2, even though it has a higher information load. The reason is
that g2 shares ommon substru tures with the preferred gestalt g3 = S (Iter( ; id; 2); Sym (ab))
of abba . The fa t that the preferred gestalts of two simultaneously present patterns share
most substru tures and result therefore in a lower olle tive information load will be alled the
simpli ity onstraint.
e

o

o

e

In order to in orporate this feature, what we would like is that when two patterns are present
together, any ommon substru ture between them adds to the IL only on e. This e e t an also
be a hieved by de ning a omplexity ordering on representation algebras, whi h is determined by
the number of elements in it: the more elements in it, the higher the omplexity. The underlying
idea here is that when two patterns have gestalts that overlap, the representation algebra that
generates these two gestalts will have a lower omplexity. For instan e, the minimal representation
algebra that generates the gestalts g1 and g3 for the rst two patterns of the proportional analogy
relation mentioned above is < a; ab; ; su >, whi h has four elements. (Noti e that we do
not mention or ount the ISA operators.) But if we onsider the gestalt g2 for ab ba, then g2 and
g3 an be generated by the representation algebra < ab; ; >, with only two elements.
For proportional analogy, there is an additional onstraint, whi h we refer to as the proje tability onstraint, namely that it must be possible to onstru t an analogi al mapping between the
orresponding terms of the analogy relation. The lowest omplexity gestalts of two patterns may
not be appropriate for onstru ting analogi al relations between them. For example, onsider
the analogy relation ab ba : ab ba :: ppqrpp : ppqrstupp. The rst term, the same as in
the example above, has a preferred gestalt of Sym (Iter(a; su ; 3)) (IL = 2), but this does not
form any appropriate analogi al mapping with the preferred gestalt for the third term (ppqrpp),
namely, Sym (pp; (qr)) (IL = 5; p; p; q; r; (qr)). To dis over the mapping underlying this analogy, we may onsider a higher information load gestalt for the rst term, namely Sym (ab; ( ))
(IL = 5; a; b; ; ; ( )). Thus, the preferred gestalts for patterns o urring in a proportional analogy relation ought to have a low omplexity, ought to be generated by a simple representation
algebra, and ought to satisfy the proje tability ondition. Noti e that we are saying `ought to'
be ause these three onstraints interfere with ea h other. We will now see one heuristi approa h
that tries to ombine these onstraints.
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Computational Modeling of Proportional Analogy

In this se tion we propose a heuristi algorithm based on our formalism for solving proportional
analogy problems. We rst dis uss an additional onstraint imposed on the formalism due to
omputational requirements, and then formally de ne the notion of `proje tability' that plays a
key role in our algorithm. Then, in Se tion 6.2, we des ribe Van der Helm & Leeuwenberg's
algorithm for omputing the preferred gestalt of a pattern, on whi h the top-level stru ture of
our algorithm is based. In Se tion 6.3, we present an algorithm in our algebrai framework to
solve proportional analogies, whi h an be seen as an extension of Van der Helm & Leeuwenberg's
algorithm to in orporate the mutual ontextualization e e t. This algorithm uses a \test for
proje tability ondition" module to generate mapping between algebras, and the algorithm for
this module is explained in Se tion 6.4. We will present two simple examples in Se tion 6.5 to
illustrate the working of our algorithm. Finally, in Se tion 6.6, we dis uss a limitation of our
algorithm.
6.1

Formal Preliminaries: Proje tability

Earlier in Se tion 4, we de ned proportional analogy \A is to B as C is to D" as a orresponden e
between two algebras, one of whi h generates gestalts for the terms A and B, and the other for
C and D. In solving the proportional analogy problems, however, the task is to nd an appropriate fourth term D, given the other three terms A, B and C. In this ase, it is more useful and
omputationally eÆ ient to require a stri ter ondition so that the analogy is a lo al homomorphism from the algebra that generates A and B to the algebra that generates C. Re all that the
homomorphism ondition rules out one-to-many relations, and the lo ality onstraint requires a
he k for stru ture preserving property only in a restri ted domain. Given these onditions, we
an apply the lo al homomorphism to the gestalt of B to generate a gestalt for the fourth term
D, thereby oming up with a solution of the analogy problem.
Next we de ne the on ept of proje tability that was introdu ed at the end of Se tion 5.
Intuitively, a triple of gestalts (t1 ; t2; t3) is said to be proje table if and only if there exists a
representation algebra that generates gestalts t1 and t2, a representation algebra that generates

gestalts t3, and a lo al homomorphism from the rst algebra to the se ond whi h, when applied
to t1 , yields t3.2 Formally, it is de ned as follows:
De nition 10 A triple of gestalts (t1 ; t2 ; t3 ) is said to be proje table if and only if there exists a
representation algebra < D1 ; F1 > su h that t1 and t2 are in
1 1 , a representation algebra
< D2 ; F2 > su h that t3 is in
,
and
a
lo
al
homomorphism
< ; > from < D1 ; F1 >
2 2
to < D2 ; F2 > su h that < ; > (t1 ) = t3 .
Later in Se tion 6.4 we will present a heuristi algorithm to test for proje tability.
G<D ;F >

G<D ;F >

6.2

Computing the Context-Independent Preferred Gestalt
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Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg (1986) present an algorithm for omputing the preferred per eptual gestalt of a pattern. This algorithm works in three steps. In the rst step, a dire ted a y li
graph is onstru ted for the given pattern. If we pla e an index after ea h element in the pattern,
starting from the leftmost element, then ea h node in the graph would orrespond to an index,
and ea h link in the graph from node i to j orresponds to a gestalt for the subpattern starting
at position i and ending at position j . For the pattern ab ba, this is illustrated in Figure 3(A).
In the se ond step, all those links that represent subpatterns of length more than one, and are
not overed by a SIT stru tural operator are removed. This is shown in Figure 3(B). Now in this
redu ed graph, ea h path from the start node to the end node orresponds to a gestalt for the
whole pattern. So in the third step, the shortest path from the start node to the end node is
omputed.

Final
node

b

A

Final
node

(a,

b)

a

b

B

Figure 3: The omplete top-level graph (A) and its redu ed graph (B) of the pattern \abab"
Noti e that this approa h envisages a re ursive stru ture between graphs: applied on e, the algorithm gives the stru tural organization at the highest level only. For example, if the pattern
is aabb aabb , then the shortest path in its graph will be a single link orresponding to the
gestalt Iter(aabb ; id; 2). But on a re ursive appli ation of the algorithm to aabb , we an nd a
preferable gestalt for it, namely Iter(aa; su ; 3); and on a further appli ation on aa we will nd
Iter(a; id; 2); resulting in the nal gestalt Iter(Iter(Iter(a; id; 2); su ; 3); id; 2).
6.3

An Algorithm to Solve Proportional Analogies

We now present an algorithm to solve proportional analogies in our algebrai framework. This
algorithm an be seen as an extension of Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg's algorithm to in orporate
the mutual ontextualization e e t and the proje tability onstraint (as explained in Se tion 5).
Let us assume that the per eptual patterns A, B, and C of the proportional analogy problem
A : B = C : X are given, and the goal is to nd the pattern X . We will utilize the simpli ity and
2 In applying a lo al homomorphism to a term, all the elements of the term that are mapped by the lo al
homomorphism are repla ed by the mapped elements.

proje tability riteria to dire t the sear h pro ess among possible gestalts of the given patterns,
determine the appropriate representation algebras, and nally de ide the fourth pattern X . The
top-level stru ture of our algorithm is as follows:
1. For ea h of the per eptual patterns A , B, and C separately, generate the set of possible
gestalts (algebrai terms).
2. Order triples of gestalts for A, B, and C a ording to their olle tive information load. This
yields a list of sets of triples where elements of ea h set have the same olle tive information
load.
3. Test for the Simpli ity Condition: Iterate through the list of sets of triples in the order of
in reasing information load until the end of the list is rea hed; and for ea h set do:
(a) Pi k an arbitrary triple from the sele ted set.
(b) Test the triple for Proje tability Condition: Che k if there are two minimal representation algebras su h that:
i. One representation algebra that an generate the gestalts for A and B.
ii. One representation algebra that an generate the gestalt for C .
iii. A lo al homomorphism M between and exists whi h maps A to C .
( ) If the end of the list is rea hed and no orresponden e is found, return Fail.
4. Apply the lo al homomorphism M to the gestalt of B (in the triple that satis ed the proje tability ondition in the previous step) to get a gestalt for X .
A ow hart for the algorithm is shown in Figure 4.
In the rst step of this algorithm, three sets S1; S2; and S3 that ontain algebrai terms for
per eptual patterns A; B; and C , respe tively, are generated. Then, from these three sets, the
triples having the lowest olle tive information load are omputed and put in the set Set-oftriples. Note that Set-of-triples is a subset of the Cartesian produ t of the sets S1 ; S2 ; and S3 . We
ompute Set-of-triples by keeping a variable Curr-min-load that is initialized to be the sum of the
lowest information load gestalts in S1; S2; and S3. All triples that have their olle tive information
load equal to Curr-min-load are put into Set-of-triples. Then we in rement Curr-min-load so that
the set of triples with the next higher information load an be omputed (if ne essary.)
In the next step, a triple is randomly sele ted from Set-of-triples, and the proje tability riterion
is applied to it. If the triple is not proje table, then this module returns `Fail'. Otherwise, it returns
a representation algebra that an generate the gestalts for the terms A and B (the rst two
gestalt in the triple), a representation algebra that an generate the gestalt for the term C
(the third gestalt in the triple), and a lo al homomorphism F from to . The details of this
algorithm for testing proje tability are presented in Se tion 6.4.
If the proje tability ondition is satis ed for the sele ted triple, the fourth term of the analogy
is generated by applying the lo al homomorphism F to the gestalt of the se ond term B. But if
the proje tability ondition fails, then we sele t another triple from Set-of-triples, and repeat the
pro edure. If Set-of-triples be omes empty without yielding any proje table triple, we ompute
a new Set-of-triples using the in remented Curr-min-load. This pro edure is repeated until a
proje table triple is found.
Noti e that we sele t the possible triples rst a ording to the simpli ity riterion and then
a ording to the proje tability riterion. Obviously, the inverse order of applying these riteria is
also possible but would be very ineÆ ient. Moreover, our algorithm in orporates the assumption
that those des riptions that represent the most salient features of patterns have the best han e
of being the intended des riptions within the ontext of the proportional analogy.
Note that if the ontext-free lowest information load des riptions of the patterns are not appropriate for the proportional analogy, then our algorithm would hoose di erent des riptions.
Therefore, our model an onstru t reative as well as non- reative analogies Indurkhya (1992).
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S1 = Set of algebraic terms for pattern A
S2 = Set of algebraic terms for pattern B
S3 = Set of algebraic terms for pattern C
Curr-min-load = Add(Min-load(S1),Min-load(S2),Min-load(S3))

Curr-min-load =
Increment(S1,S2,S3,Curr-min-load)

Set-of-triples = Get-triples(S1,S2,S3,Curr-min-load)
Remove(Triple(a,b,c),Set-of-triples)
Triple(a,b,c) = Select-triple(Set-of-triples)
no
no

Projectable(a,b,c)

Empty(Set-of-triples)

yes

yes
Compute D

Figure 4: The top-level stru ture of the algorithm for solving proportional analogy problems.
6.4

An Algorithm for Testing the Proje tability Condition
t 1 ; t2 ; t3
t1
t2
t3
t1
t3

As mentioned above, a triple of gestalts (
) is onsidered to be proje table if we an nd a
representation algebra that generates and , a representation algebra that generates , and a
lo al homomorphism from the rst algebra to the other su h that it maps into . Moreover, in
keeping with the onstraints introdu ed in Se tion 5, we would like to keep the omplexity of the
two algebras and of the mapping to a minimum. In this se tion we present a heuristi algorithm
for generating the two algebras and the mapping. The algorithm returns `Fail' if the triple is not
proje table.
As both representation algebras are subalgebras of the SIT algebra < ; >, our algorithm
fo uses on nding a lo al homomorphism M =< ; > that maps t1 to t3 . The two representation
algebras are then simply obtained by taking the losure of the domain and the o-domain of
< ; >. The algorithm, a fun tion alled `proje tion', starts by initializing  and both to be
empty sets. It then re ursively examines the hierar hi al stru ture of the three gestalts t1 ; t2 and
t3 , starting from the outermost operator, and gradually adds the ne essary elements to  and .
In examining the outer stru ture of the gestalts t1; t2 and t3, we distinguish between four
ases, ea h of whi h is shown in Figure 5. In the ases shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b), all
the three gestalts are primitive terms, meaning that they all are either strings (i.e. belong to
D = a; abd; a(b ); : : : ) or domain-dependent operators (i.e. belong to F = su ; pred; : : : or
natural numbers (i.e. belong to = 1; 2; : : : ). In the ase shown in Figure 5(a), t1 and t2 are
identi al. In this ase we in rement  by adding the mapping [t1; t3 ℄ to it. In the ase shown in
Figure 5(b), t1 and t3 are identi al, and we add the two identity elements [t1; t1℄ and [t2; t2℄ to .
In the ases shown in Figures 5( ) and 5(d), all three gestalts have some SIT operator at the
outermost level. In the ase shown in Figure 5( ), t1 and t2 have the same outermost operator,
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ases for the proje tion algorithm.

say f , and t3 has a di erent outermost operator, say g, but of the same arity as f . Moreover, t1
and t3 have the same arguments to the outermost operator, say u1; : : : ; u , assuming the arity of
f and g to be n. In this ase, we in rement
by adding the mapping [f; g℄ to it, and in rement
 by adding [u ; u ℄, [v ; v ℄, for i = 1; : : : ; n, assuming that v1 ; : : : ; v are the arguments to the
outermost operator of t2.
The fourth ase shown in Figures 5(d) is re ursive. Here, t1 and t3 have the same outermost
operator, say f , and t2 has a di erent outermost operator, say g, but of the same arity as f (say
n.) The arguments to the outermost operators are all di erent. In this ase, we all the proje tion
fun tion re ursively with the triples formed by pi king the arguments at the same positions of the
outermost operators of t1; t2 and t3. In other words, if the rst arguments to the outermost operators of t1 ; t2 and t3 were u1; v1 and w1 , respe tively, then we make a re ursive all to the proje tion
fun tion with (u1; v1 ; w1); and so on for the se ond arguments, the third arguments, et . All these
re ursive alls, would return us some mappings, say M1 =< 1; 1 >;. . . ; M =<  ; >.
Then 1,. . . , are joined together to get , and [f; f ℄; [g; g℄ , 1,. . . , are joined together
to get , making sure that the ondition of homomorphism (De nition 9) is not violated. In all
other ases, the proje tion fun tion ends in a failure and returns `fail'. The spe i ation of the
Proje tion fun tion and its implementation is shown in Figure 6. Note that in this algorithm we
do not follow the algebrai losure property to generate all possible obje ts. In fa t, we generate
only those obje ts that are needed to onstru t a mapping between the given terms.
The repeat loop in the algorithm implements the re ursive ase shown in Figure 5(d). The
algorithm alls itself re ursively by passing the arguments in the i positions of ea h of three
terms. The returned value is a umulated in the variable M using a fun tion alled Join, whi h
joins the obje ts and operators of two given mappings into a single mapping, making sure that
the partial lo al homomorphism ondition is satis ed, or else returns `Fail'. Whenever the Join
fun tion returns `Fail', the loop is immediately terminated.
In ombining two mappings with the Join fun tion, be ause the mappings are added in rementally, we an assume that the rst mapping is already a partial lo al homomorphism. Then
what remains to be seen is that adding the se ond mapping (1) does not make it so that a single
element (an obje t or an operator) is mapped to two di erent elements, and (2) does not violate
the operational stru ture of the two algebras. Though the rst of these ondition is easily he ked,
the se ond one requires the operators in the ombined mapping be applied to the obje ts in the
ombined mapping to see that the algebrai stru ture is preserved. However, here also the fa t
that the mappings are added in rementally an be used to develop a more eÆ ient algorithm.
Figure 7 shows the spe i ation and implementation of the Join fun tion. Here M1 and M2 are
two mappings that are known to be partial lo al homomorphisms. If M1 and M2 an be ombined
into a partial lo al homomorphism, then their union is returned as M , otherwise `Fail' is returned.
Note that in this algorithm is applied to  and it is he ked if the lo al homomorphism
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/* t1 ; t2 and t3 are terms of the gestalt algebra for A; B and C , respe tively.
lo al homomorphism that is returned by this fun tion. */
Fun tion : Proje tion (t1 , t1 , t3 ): return M =< ; >
|||||||||||||||||||
Proje tion(t1 ; t2; t3)
begin
/* Che k to see if it is the ase shown in Figure 5(a) */
if t1; t2 ; t3 D, or t1; t2; t3 F , or t1; t2; t3 , then,
if t1 = t2, then return M =< [t1; t3℄ ; >,
/* Che k to see if it is the ase shown in Figure 5(b) */
else if t1 = t3 , then return M =< [t1; t1℄; [t2 ; t2℄ ; >,
else return `Fail'
/* Che k to see if it is the ase shown in Figure 5( ) */
else if t1 is of the form f (u1; : : : ; u ),
t2 is of the form f (v1 ; : : : ; v ), and
t3 is of the form g (u1 ; : : : ; u ), then
return M =< [u1; u1℄; : : : ; [u ; u ℄; [v1 ; v1℄; : : : ; [v ; v ℄ ; [f; g℄ >,
/* Che k to see if it is the ase shown in Figure 5(d) */
else if t1 is of the form f (u1; : : : ; u ),
t2 is of the form g (v1 ; : : : ; v ), and
t3 is of the form f (w1 ; : : : ; w ), then
M =< ; [f; f ℄; [g; g ℄ >
i=1
repeat
M = Join(M; Proje tion(u ; v ; w ))
i=i+1
until (M =`Fail') or (i > n)
return M
else return `Fail'.
end;
Figure 6: The algorithm that omputes the Proje tion fun tion.
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/* M1 and M2 are two partial lo al homomorphisms. M1 and M2
are ombined into a partial lo al homomorphism M . */
Fun tion: Join (M1 =< 1; 1 >, M2 =< 2; 2 >):
return M =< ; >
|||||||||||||||||||
Join(M1 =< 1 ; 1 >; M2 =< 2 ; 2 >)
begin
/* Che k that the ombination of two mappings is still a
fun tion and remove repetitions. */
For ea h pair [x; y℄ 2, if there exists a pair [x; y0℄ 1 then,
If y = y0 then remove [x; y℄ from 2,
else return `Fail'.
For ea h pair [x; y℄ 2, if there exists a pair [x; y0℄ 1 then,
If y = y0 then remove [x; y℄ from 2,
else return `Fail'.
Set  = 1 2,
Set = 1 2,
/* Che k to see that the ombination of two mappings is a
partial lo al homomorphism. */
For ea h [f; g℄ 1, and for ea h [x; y℄ 1 ,
if there is some y0 su h that [f (x); y0 ℄ 2 but y0 = g(y)
then return `Fail'.
For ea h [f; g℄ 2, and for ea h [x; y℄ 1 ,
if there is some y0 su h that [f (x); y0 ℄  but y0 = g(y)
then return `Fail'.
For ea h [f; g℄ 1, and for ea h [x; y℄ 2 ,
if there is some y0 su h that [f (x); y0 ℄  but y0 = g(y)
then return `Fail'.
For ea h [f; g℄ 2, and for ea h [x; y℄ 2 ,
if there is some y0 su h that [f (x); y0 ℄ 1 but y0 = g(y)
then return `Fail'.
Return M =< ; >.
end;
Figure 7: The algorithm that omputes the Join fun tion.
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ondition is violated. But be ause < 1; 1 > is already known to be a lo al homomorphism, we
an redu e some of the tests. So, when 1 is applied to 1, we don't need to he k for it in 1,
but only in 2 (whi h are new elements that are being added.) Similarly, when 2 is applied to
2, we don't need to he k for it in 2, but only in 1. But when we apply 1 to 2, we need
to he k in both 1 and 2 (hen e ), and when we apply 2 to 1, we need to he k in both
2 and 1 (hen e ).
Regarding the onstraints mentioned in Se tion 5, namely that the omplexity of the two
algebras and the mapping should be kept at a minimum, we would like to note that our in remental
approa h starts with empty algebras and adds elements only as ne essary to generate the given
gestalts. Similarly, the mapping is also started an empty set, and pairs of elements are added only
when ne essary and as far as possible identi ally. This turns our approa h into a kind of greedy
algorithm. This is essentially a heuristi approa h, whi h does not always guarantee an optimal
solution.
6.5

Two Examples

In this se tion, we present two proportional analogy problems, and show their underlying homomorphisms as omputed by our proje tion algorithm of the last se tion.
Consider the proportional analogy problem \ab : ab d = zyx : X ". If we onsider
Iter(a; su ; 3), Iter(a; su ; 4), and Iter(z; pred; 3) to be the gestalts for the rst three terms,
respe tively, then the lo al homomorphism indu ed by them is obtained as shown in Figure 8.
t1

t2

Iter

Iter

a succ 4

a succ 3
Iter

t3
t1

a

t3

z

a

z pred 3
t2

(b)

(a)

t1

succ

t3

pred

succ t2

(c)

t1

3

t3

3

t2

4

(d)

Figure 8: An example of a mapping reated by the proje tion algorithm.
In the rst step, the outer stru tures of the gestalts are ompared as shown in Figure 8(a),
to whi h the ase of Figure 5(d) applies. As a result, the lo al homomorphism, initialized to be
[ ; ℄, is set to < ; [iter; iter℄ >, and the proje tion fun tion is re ursively alled on three triples
formed by taking the arguments in the same position from ea h of the three terms, as shown in
Figures 8(b), ( ), and (d). The situations in Figures 8(b) and ( ) orrespond to the ase shown
in Figure 5(a), and the one in Figure 8(d) orresponds to Figure 5(b). Thus, the nal value of
the lo al homomorphism be omes < [a; z℄; [3; 3℄; [4; 4℄ ; [iter; iter℄; [su ; pred℄ >. Note that
this homomorphism maps the se ond element of the proportional analogy problem (i.e. ab d) to
zyxw whi h is onsidered as the solution (i.e. the fourth term) of the problem.
As a se ond example, onsider the proportional analogy problem \ab : abd = iijjkk : X ". Assume that the sele ted gestalts are Con(ab; id( )), Con(ab; su ( )), and Con(iijj; id(kk)), respe tively. The lo al homomorphism indu ed by these gestalts for A; B and C is re ursively obtained
as shown in Figure 9.
As in the last example, the outer stru ture of the three terms, shown in Figure 9(a), orresponds to Figure 5(d), and so the lo al homomorphism is set to < ; [ on; on > ℄, and the
proje tion fun tion is alled with the two sets of triples formed by taking the rst and the se ond
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Figure 9: Another example of a mapping

c
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reated by the proje tion algorithm.

arguments, respe tively, from ea h of the three terms. The rst of these alls, shown in Figure
9(b), orresponds to the ase shown in Figure 5(a), and ontributes the pair [ab; iijj ℄ to the lo al
homomorphism. The se ond all, shown in Figure 9( ), orresponds again to Figure 5(d), and
makes another re ursive all to the proje tion fun tion with the set of triples formed by the single argument of ea h of the three terms. At this point, the value of the lo al homomorphism is
< [ab; iijj ℄ ; [ on; on℄; [id; id℄; [su ; su ℄ >. In the last step, shown in Figure 9(d), whi h orresponds to the ase shown in Figure 5(a), the element [ ; kk℄ is added to the lo al homomorphism,
resulting in a nal value of < [ab; iijj ℄; [ ; kk℄ ; [ on; on℄; [id; id℄; [su ; su ℄ >. Note that this
homomorphism maps the se ond element of the proportional analogy problem (i.e. abd) to iijjll
whi h is onsidered as the solution (i.e. the fourth term) of the problem.
f

g f

g
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g f

g

A Limitation

We would like to point out here that there is an assumption built into our formalism: namely
that the same obje t o urring at di erent pla es in an algebrai term is the same. But there are
proportional analogies that do not satisfy this assumption. For example, onsider the algebrai
term Con(Iter(Con(a; b); id; 2); a) whi h is a des ription of the rst term of the proportional
analogy ababa : abbaa = d dg : dd g. In order to onstru t a reasonable analogi al mapping for
this example, one must distinguish between the two o urren es of the letter "a" in the mentioned
algebrai term. In fa t, the rst "a" should be mapped to " " and the se ond "a" should be
mapped to "g".
This is a general phenomenon whi h exists for proportional analogies involving visual patterns
as well. In order to over su h analogies, one needs a me hanism to distinguish di erent o urren es
of identi al elements. In our formalization, one solution is to assign indi es to the elements that
o ur at di erent pla es in algebrai terms: su h indi es an be generated on the basis of the
positions of the elements in the algebrai term. For example, we may rewrite the above algebrai
term as Con1 1(Iter2 1 (Con3 1(a4 1 ; b4 2); id; 2); a2 2). Noti e that the two o urren es of the letter
"a" an now be distinguished. The assignment of indi es to algebrai terms and the onstru tion
of algebrai orresponden es are further elaborated by Dastani (1998).
;
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;

;

;

;

;

Con lusions and Future Resear h Issues

In this arti le, we have outlined an algebrai approa h to modeling a pro ess by whi h new gestalts
of a per eptual stimulus an emerge in the ontext of proportional analogy. Our approa h extends
Leeuwenberg's stru tural information theory in two signi ant ways. One is to embed it in an

algebrai framework so that regularities based on domain-dependent relations are allowed to play
a role in stru tural des riptions. The other is to modify the minimality prin iple so that mutual
ontextualization e e t an be modeled. That is, when two (or more) patterns are presented
together, we prefer those per eptual gestalts for the patterns that minimize the overall omplexity;
the gestalts of the patterns that minimize their individual omplexity in isolation do not always
result in the minimum overall omplexity. This e e t is modeled by introdu ing the on ept of
representation algebras, whi h generate a lass of patterns, and de ning a measure of omplexity
on them. Then mutual ontextualization is modeled by examining representation algebras for
all the patterns that are to be onsidered together, and hoosing one that is minimal and also
minimizes the omplexity of all the patterns together.
Then we also formalize the notion of analogi al mapping in our algebrai framework, and
show how all these onstraints an be integrated in an algorithm for solving proportional analogy
problems. We laim that our algorithm is superior to other approa hes to modeling proportional
analogies in that we are able to in orporate the mutual ontextualization e e t, and the prin iples
underlying our algorithm are learly and formally expli ated.
We would like to make some remarks now omparing our algorithm to the other existing
approa hes to solving proportional analogy problems. In the early days of arti ial intelligen e
resear h, Evans (1968) implemented a system for solving proportional analogy problems in the
geometri gures domain. However, in Evans' system, the representations of the gures (terms of
the analogy relation) were determined rst, and then the mappings were omputed. Though Evans
expli itly dis usses the mutual ontextualization e e t, his system did not yet model it. Moreover,
even the ontext-independent gestalts for individual gures were omputed in a somewhat ad ho
fashion in Evans' system. In our system, on the other hand, our main goal has been to model
the ontextualization e e t, and also be ause our system is based on the stru tural information
theory, for whi h a onsiderable empiri al support has been found, we feel that it is mu h less ad
ho .
More re ently, Mit hell (1993) implemented the Copy at system, whi h was expressly designed
to model the reativity phenomenon in proportional analogies as we dis ussed in the introdu tion.
Consequently, in Copy at, representations of the terms are onstru ted hand in hand with the
mappings, and thus the mutual ontextualization e e t is fully taken into a ount. However,
many of the features of Copy at are not learly, or formally, spe i ed, so it is not lear how its
approa h an be applied to other domains. For example, onsider the on ept of temperature,
that plays a key role in the Copy at ar hite ture. Intuitively, the idea is that the `deeper' or more
ognitively appealing an analogy, the lower its temperature (whi h is based on an analogy with
thermodynami s). However, nowhere in the Copy at ar hite ture, or in its dis ussion, one nds
any prin iples or rules or any expli it des ription for omputing the temperature of an analogy
relation. In fa t, as the on ept of information load in SIT-algebra an be onsidered analogous
to Copy at's temperature, this reveals starkly the ontrast between our two approa hes, for the
fo us of our resear h has been on expli ating the prin iples that onstrain the gestalts of a pattern,
both in isolation and in ontext.
Another point to emphasize is that our algebrai model is aimed at modeling only the inputoutput fun tionality of the human per eptual pro ess. That is, we do not laim that people
arry algebrai des riptions in their heads, or that the algorithm presented in Se tion 6 mirrors in
anyway how humans solve proportional analogy. By ontrast, Copy at impli itly laims to model
the human per eptual pro esses.
Needless to say, there are many other open issues that still need to be investigated, and we would
like to mention a few of them here. The algorithm presented here provides one way to integrate
the three onstraints on analogy. We need to develop and study other possible omputational
models based on the theory.
Se ondly, stru tural information theory, in luding the extension of it presented here, onsiders only one-dimensional patterns. While the oding system of Leeuwenberg allows some twodimensional regularities to be aptured in one-dimensional patterns, there are many other regularities that annot be so aptured. We are urrently working on generalizing SIT in this respe t
Dastani (1998).

Finally, we would like to be able to model ognitive operations of grouping as well, whi h will
allow us to explain how reative insights o ur in ognitive domains. One ognitive domain where
analogies play a key role, and where reative aspe ts of analogy an be glimpsed, is legal reasoning
Indurkhya (1997). At this point, however, it remains an open issue whether and how the model
of gestalt per eption and disambiguation that we outlined in this paper would apply to reativity
in ognitive domains su h as legal reasoning. This, nevertheless, remains our long-term resear h
goal.
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